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Toreros beat Zags to reach
64-team NCAA tourney; Sea
Lions on to 8-team D-II final. D3

Chip Ganassi’s team (left) has five strong entrants in
today’s Indy 500, the middle race of three on
motorsports’ biggest day. A look at all three. D3.
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PADRES STARTERS GO
LONGER WHEN THEY
FINALLY GET TO START
BY KEVIN ACEE
Sean Manaea was surprised when he looked at the video board at Petco Park before the start of Tuesday’s
game against the Brewers and saw how much Corbin
Burnes had pitched already.
Burnes was making his ninth start. He
makes his 10th today.
No Padres starter will have 10 starts until Yu Darvish pitches Wednesday in St.
Louis.
This is on purpose.
The top three Padres starters are being
Sean
relied on to do a lot. But not too much.
Manaea
They’re going deep in games. Deeper, by
and large, than any other team’s starters.
But they’re also getting a lot of time between the games
they pitch. Manager Bob Melvin is riding his horses, but
he’s not using the whip at this point. The hope is that down
the stretch he will be able to.
SEE PADRES • D4

D 4 • Manny Machado sits with case of tennis elbow.

ENIGMA
OF MVP
CAMINITI
HAUNTS

Honda’s Passport gets
a much-needed
update, new look. D9
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PADRES STRAND TOO MANY
Musgrove solid but
he’s not around for
decision vs. Bucs
BY JEFF SANDERS
Padres right-hander Joe
Musgrove walked to the
mound Saturday night with
the NL’s leading hitter nursing a balky elbow on the
bench and just one hitter in
his lineup with a batting average better than .235.
Somewhat predictably,
he needed more help than
he got.
The Padres stranded a
season-high 16 runners,
went 2-for-15 with runners
in scoring position and paid
dearly for it when Ke’Bryan
Hayes tagged closer Taylor
Rogers for a three-run homer in the ninth inning to

give the Pirates a 4-2
across an unearned
Pirates
victory.
run in the second inTrent Grisham’s
ning, but Eric Hosseventh-inning sinmer was robbed of a
gle, scoring Luke Voit
homer to lead off the
from second base
third inning and the
Padres
with two outs, was
Padres left the bases
the Padres’ first hit
loaded twice with
in their first 13 atMusgrove in the
bats with runners in
game. That all but
scoring
position.
ensured he’d walk off
That gave the Padres a 2-1 the mound empty-handed
lead that lasted until the despite striking out seven
ninth.
batters and allowing a run
The seventh began with on six hits and two walks.
Voit walking and moving to
Pirates’ lone rally off
second on Jake Cronen- Musgrove started with Josh
worth’s hard-hit ball off reVanMeter singling to center
liever Dillon Peters’ foot, to open the fourth and movchasing him from the game. ing to second on a ground
Chris Stratton immediately ball to second. Jack Suwinwalked Myers and Austin ski’s ensuing single put runNola flied out to left for the ners on the corners and
second out. Grisham then VanMeter scored when
pulled a ball to right to Musgrove couldn’t flip the
break a 1-1 tie.
ball to Nola quickly enough
The Padres also pushed on Michael Perez’s tapper

4
2

Pirates at Padres

Today: 1:10 p.m., Petco
Park
Pitchers: Pirates RHP
Roansy Contreras (1-0, 2.13
ERA) vs. Padres LHP MacKenzie Gore (3-1, 2.06)
On the air: BSSD; 97.3-FM,
860-AM Spanish)
in front of the mound.
Musgrove struck out the
next two batters to escape
further damage and in finisheda ninth-straight quality start.

jeff.sanders@sduniontribune.com

BREAK OUT THE BUBBLES

New book examines
beloved ‘Cammy,’
opening old wounds
BY TOM HOFFARTH
The concept of closure
isn’t necessarily what journalist Dan Good began
chasing 10 years ago when he
decided to reexamine the life
and troubled times of the
late Padres third baseman
Ken Caminiti.
Then what else would
there be to gain subjecting
himself, and a cadre of Padres fans, with an exercise
that led to the
completion of
a new book,
“Playing
Through the
Pain:
Ken
Caminiti and
the Steroids
Confession
That
“Playing
Changed
Through the
Baseball ForPain: Ken
ever,” to be
Caminiti and
released
the Steroids
Tuesday.
Confession
“Writing
That Changed
this book was
Baseball
a devastating
Forever”
process
…
By Dan Good
having inter(Abrams
view subjects
Press, 2022
constantly
384 pages)
crying — and
you want to cry with them,”
said Good. “It’s important to
have a general understanding, more appreciation for
who he was, the struggles he
had, and for us to have more
compassion.
“But closure — that is
elusive. It can’t be fully found
SEE CAMINITI • D5
ONLINE

An excerpt of the book is on
sandiegouniontribune.com
and will be in print Tuesday.

HAYNE PALMOUR IV FOR THE U-T

Granite Hills High softball players and coaches celebrate after defeating Poway 8-4 to win the CIF Division II championship game at
UCSD on Saturday. The Eagles came through the losers’ bracket, winning three straight games to reach the final. Calexico beat rival
Holtville in Division III, and Escondido Charter outlasted Tri-City Christian in Division IV. Stories D8.

Women’s tennis stars headed to San Diego for new, historic tourney
The staid
name of the
women’s tennis
tournament
coming to San
Diego in October
fails to sell the
real and significant sizzle.
BRYCE
The San
MILLER
Diego Open
Columnist
WTA 500 will
land Oct. 8-16 at
Barnes Tennis Center. It hardly
bear-hugs the marketing potential
of memorable monikers like the

“We should have things like that here.”
Ryan Redondo • CEO and GM of Barnes Tennis Center and Youth Tennis San Diego
Super Bowl, Frozen Four or Royal
Rumble.
Why does the tournament matter so mightily?
Because it means serve-andvolley royalty like Naomi Osaka,
Sloane Stephens, Coco Gauff,
Madison Keys and former world No.
1 Simona Halep could be lured to
play, with Grand Slam winner
Serena Williams and sister Venus

offering a reason to dream. Because
it becomes the highest-level tournament — men’s or women’s — to be
played in San Diego proper.
Because, in a city starved for the
cream of the crop in sports, here
they come.
“You can see the best athletes in
the world up close and personal,”
said tournament director Ryan
Redondo, the CEO and GM of

Barnes and Youth Tennis San
Diego. “It’s a boutique-style event,
so they’ll be 10 feet away from you at
times.
“You want to be in the Olympic
Village? You’ll be in the Olympic
Village here.”
The last time WTA tennis was
played in San Diego County was
2015, a 125-level tournament at
SEE MILLER • D7

S.D.-bound women’s tennis
The inaugural San Diego Open
WTA 500 will feature the world’s
top women’s tennis players.
When, where: Oct. 8-16, Barnes
Tennis Center.
Format: The $823,000 tournament
will feature a 32-player singles
draw and 16-team doubles draw.
More info: www.wtasdopen.com

THE SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
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T O M K R A S O V I C On soccer

Wave return to Seattle
expecting better result

CHRISTOPHE ENA AP

Real Madrid’s Vinicius Junior (20) scores his side’s lone goal during the Champions League final vs. Liverpool.

REAL MADRID TAKES CL FINAL
BY STEVE DOUGLAS
PARIS

Yet another Champions
League title for Real Madrid,
the undisputed king of Europe.
Yet another showpiece European soccer game tarnished
by chaotic crowd issues and
disorder.
Madrid became European
champion for a record-extending 14th time — double the
number of any other team on
the continent — after beating
Liverpool 1-0 in a final that
started 37 minutes late because of disturbing scenes outside the Stade de France on
Saturday. It evoked memories
of the violence that marred the
European Championship final
at Wembley Stadium 10
months ago.
Brazil winger Vinicius Junior was the match-winner, applying a close-range finish in
the 59th minute from Federico
Valverde’s drive across the face
of goal, while goalkeeper

Real Madrid 1, Liverpool 0
Thibaut Courtois took just as
many plaudits by making
breathtaking saves by Sadio
Mane and Mohamed Salah.
“Today nobody was going to
get in my way,” Courtois said. “I
was going to win a Champions
League no matter what.”
It gave Madrid coach Carlo
Ancelotti a fourth European
Cup title, the most ever for a
manager in the competition’s
history, and completed the
Champions League-La Liga
double for a Spanish giant for
whom winning titles is ingrained in its culture.
And this time, there was no
need for the kind of stirring
comeback that Madrid had to
produce in getting past Paris
Saint-Germain,
defending
champion Chelsea and Manchester City in the knockout
stage.
It might go down as the
most grueling run to the title in

the long history of the competition
“We are the best,” Madrid
striker Karim Benzema said.
“It was a very difficult competition for us and we deserved to
win this final. With all the history this team has, we showed
everyone that we are always
here.”
Liverpool’s players finished
a season that promised so
much — a week ago, it was in
contention for an unprecedented quadruple of major trophies — with just the two domestic cups in England to
show for their efforts. They lost
out on the Premier League title
by one point last weekend and
the Champions League to a
Madrid team that had one shot
on target in the final.
Playing its 64th game of the
season, Liverpool just couldn’t
find a way past Courtois, who
tipped Mane’s first-half shot
onto the post and produced an
even better save to turn away
Salah’s effort in the 81st.

It’s unfathomable that Liverpool, which owns one of the
most devastating attacks in
world soccer, has failed to score
a single goal in its three cup finals this season. The Reds won
the FA Cup and League Cup
via penalty shootouts after 0-0
draws after extra time.
“In the dressing room, nobody feels it was a great season
at the moment,” Liverpool
manager Jurgen Klopp said.
Liverpool’s players stayed
on the field to watch Marcelo,
Madrid’s serial winner of trophies who didn’t even play a
minute of the final, given the
honor of lifting the trophy to a
backdrop of fireworks and tickertape.
Marcelo is one of a slew of
Madrid players to capture a
fifth Champions League title,
just one off the record held by
Francisco Gento, a Madrid
great from the 1950s and ’60s.

Douglas writes for The Associated
Press.

NO. 1 SWIATEK FINDS HER FOCUS
Polish star has won
31 straight matches,
losing only one set
BY HOWARD FENDRICH
PARIS

It’s been so long since No.
1-ranked Iga Swiatek lost —
31 matches now — and even
since she ceded so much as a
set — that last happened
more than a month ago —
that she could be forgiven if
she couldn’t recall how to react when in trouble on a tennis court.
Which is why it was worth
watching as the 2020 French
Open champion navigated a
couple of tricky spots in the
third round at Roland Garros
on Saturday.
Turns out Swiatek didn’t
panic and didn’t allow
thoughts about this dominant run coming to an end
distract her in what would
become a 6-3, 7-5 victory
against hard-hitting Danka
Kovinic of Montenegro.
“Thinking about all these
stats, it’s not really helpful.
So basically I try to be really
strict in terms of my thoughts
and try to really focus on finding solutions,” said Swiatek,
a 20-year-old from Poland.
“The thoughts are there, but
I’m accepting that.”
Kovinic also got a tooclose-for-comfort look at
Swiatek’s predecessor atop
the WTA rankings, the sinceretired Ash Barty, during a
6-0, 6-0 loss at the Australian
Open in January.
After Saturday’s setback,
Kovinic said she was dealing
with a nerve issue in her right
shoulder and felt tingling in
that arm and two of her fingers. She also said she made
sure to deliver a message to
Swiatek when they shook
hands at the net.
“I told her, ‘Keep going.’
It’s really great for tennis, for
our sport, what she’s doing.
Obviously, she has something extra that the rest of us
don’t have,” the 95th-ranked
Kovinic said. “She has something special. What it is, I
don’t know.”
Well, let’s try to answer.
Swiatek’s serve, for example,
is solid but not especially
speedy; her fastest Saturday
was 108 mph, 7 mph slower
than Kovinic produced.
Swiatek’s groundstrokes are
smooth, sure, but as with
anyone’s are liable to waver;
her forehand was particularly problematic on a windy

MICHEL EULER AP

Poland’s Iga Swiatek acknowledges the fans after winning her third-round match
against Danka Kovinic in two sets, 6-3, 7-5, at the French Open on Saturday.

French Open
Roland Garros, Paris
On the air: 2 a.m. (today &
Monday), Tennis Channel; 4
a.m. (today & Monday),
BSW
afternoon with the temperature in the low 60s, accounting for 17 of her 23 unforced
errors.
Speed guns and statistics,
though, can’t account for two
traits that stand out: an ability to remain in the moment
and willingness to think her
way out of a corner.
Early on, when a 3-0 lead
shrank to 4-3, Swiatek
grabbed eight consecutive
points to own that set. In the
second, she dropped four
straight games to trail 5-4.
Might have been time to
think, “Uh, oh.” Instead,
Swiatek adjusted to Kovinic’s
style by using guile instead of
attempting to match power
with power, and she reeled off
the last three games to finish
the job.
“For sure,“ Swiatek said,
“played a little bit more
smart.”
Her next opponent is
Zheng Qinwen, a 19-year-old
from China who is ranked
74th and in her second Grand
Slam tournament.

“I really want to play
against her,” said Zheng, who
was ahead 6-0, 3-0 when Alize
Cornet stopped playing because of an injured left leg.
Other women’s fourthrounders are Jessica Pegula
vs. Irina-Camelia Begu, who
was fined $10,000 after she
threw her racket and it
bounced into the stands and
brushed a child in the stands
earlier in the week; Daria
Kasatkina vs. Camila Giorgi;
and Madison Keys vs.
Veronika Kudermetova.
Pegula and Keys are two
of five American women still
in the tournament.
The relatively surprisefree men’s results continued
to pour in, with No. 2 Daniil
Medvedev, No. 4 Stefanos
Tsitsipas, No. 7 Andrey
Rublev, No. 8 Casper Ruud,
No. 11 Jannik Sinner, No. 12
Hubert Hurkacz and No. 20
Marin Cilic advancing. All
won in straight sets, except
for Rublev, who required four,
and Ruud, who edged No. 32
Lorenzo Sonego 6-2, 6-7 (3),
1-6, 6-4, 6-3 at night.
The top nine men’s seeds
are into the fourth round,
where Monday’s matchups
will be Medvedev vs. Cilic in a
showdown between past U.S.
Open champions; 2021 finalist Tsitsipas vs. Holger Rune,
a 19-year-old from Denmark
ranked 40th; Rublev vs. Sinner; and Ruud vs. Hurkacz.

No. 11 Pegula, whose parents own the NFL’s Buffalo
Bills and NHL’s Buffalo Sabres, and Swiatek are the
only two of the top 15 seeds
remaining in the women’s
bracket.
“She’s kind of hit another
level than all of us right now.
Yeah, it’s a little scary,” said
Pegula, who needed 10 match
points to close out her firstround victory, then eight
more in her next match, but
sealed Saturday’s 6-1, 7-6 (2)
win over 2021 semifinalist
Tamara Zidansek on her initial chance.
One more victory apiece,
and Swiatek becomes Pegula’s problem in the quarterfinals.
“Her athleticism and defensive skills are really, really
good,” Pegula said. “And
then, I think, she’s gotten
much more offensive this
year. Been more aggressive
when she’s needed to be.”
Swiatek has won her past
four tournaments and 48 of
her past 49 sets; the exception came against Liudmila
Samsonova in the semifinals
at Stuttgart on April 23. The
last match Swiatek lost was
against 2017 French Open
champion Jelena Ostapenko
back on Feb. 16 in the round
of 16 at Dubai.

Fendrich writes for The Associated
Press.

A painful day in Seattle was good for the San
Diego Wave, in contrast to the 2010 San Diego
Chargers.
Having fixed problems that arose in Seattle in
the preseason, the Wave stand atop the National
Women’s Soccer League’s regular-season standings entering today’s game in Seattle against OL
Reign.
“It was a massive lesson for us that we took,”
coach Casey Stoney said, “but we need to make
sure it stays as a lesson, and we have to start
brightly this weekend.”
The Wave (4-1) began the April 14 match by
allowing three goals in just 11 minutes. The threescore flurry was the fastest in NWSL history. Three
days later at Portland, the Wave gave up three
more first-half goals. Though exhibition games
can be deceiving, “we didn’t shy away from looking
at those two games, and why they played out the
way they did,” defender Christen Westphal said
Friday.
Stoney prescribed a better road mentality, and
more attention to defensive details across a wide
spectrum.
Something got figured out.
On the road, the Wave have won two of three
games. All told, they’ve allowed two goals — one
fewer than in the porous first
11 minutes at Seattle.
“It’s definitely something
Wave at
we’ve learned from and grown
from,” Westphal said.
OL Reign
As the 2010 Chargers found
out, not fixing a big problem
Today: Noon,
can wreck a season. Recurring
Lumen Field,
breakdowns by special teams
Seattle
cost them a playoff berth,
despite receiver Patrick CrayStreaming:
ton sounding the alarm. FolParamount+
lowing a Week 3 loss at Seattle
on the strength of Leon Washington’s kick returns for two
touchdowns, Crayton said teammates had tuned
out special teams coach Steve Crosby that week.
Norv Turner and A.J. Smith succeeded at gagging Crayton, but not at fixing the special teams.
The Chargers missed the postseason despite their
offense and defense leading the NFL in yardage.
The Wave have confidence they can solve problems. Westphal said it was a “massive thing” to
build upon the harsh lessons of Seattle and Portland. “It’s important to just see the lesson in it,”
she added.
Goalkeeper Kailen Sheridan has played every
match since illness sidelined her at Seattle and
Portland. Having played all 450 minutes, rookie
Naomi Girma and midfielder Emily van Egmond
have steadied the defense. True to veteran striker
Alex Morgan’s forecast in April, Stoney’s tactics
have bolstered the defense.
The Reign (1-1-3) are one of the NWSL’s original
eight franchises and show seven consecutive winning seasons. The 69,000-seat stadium that houses
them is the same fake-grass venue in which the
Seahawks’ Washington ran by Chargers defenders
in September 2010.

tom.krasovic@sduniontribune.com
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Aviara that was moved to Hawaii. The Mercury Insurance
Open, which was called the Southern California Open
during its final lap in 2013, shifted to Tokyo.
Since then, WTA crickets.
Redondo, Southern California Tennis Association
Foundation President Bill Kellogg and SCTAF board
member and San Diego Open co-chair Jack McGrory
decided to use the $600,000 ATP 250 men’s tournament
played at Barnes last September and October as a springboard.
They began chasing down tournament options, eventually landing the $823,000 WTA event. The contract with
owner Octagon is for three years, with a two-year option
that could extend the stay to at least five years. The event
had been anchored in Luxembourg for three decades.
The San Diego area once claimed historic connections
to top-level women’s tennis. Grand Slam event winners
Billie Jean King, Steffi Graf, Tracy Austin, Martina
Hingis, Lindsay Davenport, Mary Pierce, Maria Sharapova, Venus Williams and more have won titles here.
Then, in large part because of the tennis surge in Asia,
American tournaments like those in San Diego drifted
away.
Suddenly, it’s back. The tournament becomes one of
just three stand-alone, 500-level-and-above WTA tournaments in the U.S. — joining San Jose and Charleston, S.C.
“It’s amazing to have professional sports in this city,”
Redondo said. “In a place like San Diego, why don’t we
have more of that? We should have things like that here.”
He’s right, of course.
The thought of those types of women’s players roaming the courts at Barnes reminds us that the swaying
palms and sunshine of San Diego still have the power to
flirt with big-boy and big-girl sports.
Another reminder: There are people willing to go out
and sell the city, while reimagining what’s possible.
“It’s awesome that we got this,” Redondo said. “It’s
going to be a big-time event.”
Forbes recently reported that last year’s U.S. Open
final between Emma Raducanu and Leylah Fernandez
averaged 2.4 million television viewers, outdrawing the
men’s final between Novak Djokovic and Daniil Medvedev.
The top three women’s sports earners in terms of
endorsements and prize money in 2021, Forbes added,
were all tennis players. Osaka pocketed the most for a
women’s athlete in history, followed by the Williams sisters.
The stars who could play at Barnes staggers.
“This will bring the best players in the world to San
Diego,” Redondo said.
One fortunate scheduling bonus for the new tournament revolves around the Guadalajara Open, which
begins immediately after the San Diego Open. It’s a 1000level tournament, meaning the spike in prize money and
points make a competitive stop up the coast convenient
and attractive.
Riding coattails benefits both.
“I think that’s always a factor on the tour,” Redondo
said. “If you’re going from Romania or Asia to the U.S. and
back to Europe again, it’s a nightmare. If you can hit a 500
and 1000 (easily on one trip), that’s ideal.
“You want the shortest trip and highest level of events
you can get. It gives us an opportunity to have a really
strong field.”
The story of elite women’s tennis in San Diego began
with the Virginia Slims of San Diego at Balboa Tennis
Club in 1971. Tournaments at La Costa Resort & Spa later
operated under multiple names, uninterrupted from
1991-2007.
In the last six years, though, top players hammered
thundering backhands in other places.
“Given the prestige of the tournament,” Redondo said,
“it’s awesome to have one in San Diego.”
Now it’s time to flex the marketing muscle.
The Battle at Barnes? Hey, it’s a start.
bryce.miller@sduniontribune.com

